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Ottawa, 01.01.2012. At approximately 14:30 GMT (9:30 EST), the 

SecDev Syria Operations Group (SOG) monitoring the Syrian Internet 

witnessed a substantial amount of Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) route 

update announcements related to Syrian Internet Protocol (IP) blocks.  

The announcements were the precursor to most of the country going  

back online. 

BGP routes allow for communication traffic to move from one destination to 

another. Previously, on Nov. 29th, SecDev had reported that thousands of 

BGP routes had been withdrawn, effectively disabling Syria’s government-

controlled Internet.

Reports on social media confirm that users are once again able to use TOR 

and VPN services. Meanwhile, Psiphon confirmed that by 15:00 GMT, 783 

users had connected to the Internet, predominantly using its sophisticated 

Obfuscated Secure Shell cryptographic protocol (OSSH+).

Syria’s Minister of Telecommunications, Imad Sabouni, told Al-Ikhbaria 

news that the Internet returned to the country after technical crews 

completed repairs. Previously, in contradictory statements, the Syrian 

Minister of Information had said on Nov. 29 GMT that “terrorists targeted 

an internet cable which resulted in an outage;” however, the Minister of 

Telecommunications had blamed the outage on a technical error that crews 

were working hard to repair.

Social media reports claim that the Internet returned to Aleppo (partly), 

Damascus, Da’ara (partly), Hama, Homs, Idlib, Latakia, Raqqa, Rural 

Damascus, Tadmur, and Tartous. In the Deir Ezzour governorate, the 

Internet remains down and mobile phones are still unavailable in most 

areas. Other reports claim that parts of Aleppo are still facing a blackout 

with no cellular or ADSL internet services. There has been no news from 

Swieda.
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The Syria Digital Security Project seeks 

to improve the online safety and 
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